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LISTA 21 
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NOME: 
 

 

 

 
 

QUESTÃO  01      

 

(UNICENTRO/2019) Leia a Charge a seguir. 
 

 

 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson. Disponível em: 
https://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/1986/09/16. Acesso em 20 de 

Jul. 2018. 
     

What can’t Calvin believe? 

 

(A)   Summer is over. 

(B)   He has to do his homework.  

(C)   He will never write. 

(D)   He has no homework. 

(E)   Hobbies is not done writing the paragraph. 

 

 

QUESTÃO  02      
 

(PUC-MG/2012) Leia o texto a seguir. 
 

Facebook 
 

Facebook is the world's largest social network, 

with 750 million users worldwide as of July 2011. 

More than any other company, it is defining what some 

see as the "social'' era of the Internet. And its policies, 

more than any others, seem to be driving the definition 

of privacy in this new age. 

The company, founded in 2004 by a Harvard 

undergraduate, began life catering first to Harvard 

students and then to all high school and college 

students. It has since evolved into a broadly popular 

online destination used by both teenagers and adults of 

all ages. In country after country, Facebook has 

cemented itself as the leader and often displacing other 

social networks. It has also come to be seen as one of 

the new titans of the Internet, challenging even Google 

with a vision of a Web tied together through personal 

relationships and recommendations. 

The company's rise has been marked by strings 

of controversies. Three other Harvard students 

maintain that they came up with the original idea and 

that Mr. Zuckerberg, whom they had hired to write 

code for the site, stole the idea to create Facebook. 

"The Social Network," a movie released in 2010 

about Facebook’s tumultuous origins, offered up what 

A.O. Scott called "a creation story for the digital age 

and something of a morality tale, one driven by desire, 

marked by triumph, contaminated by betrayal and 

inspired by the new gospel: the geek shall inherit the 

earth." 

Mr. Zuckerberg disputed the characterization of 

him in the film, though in a New Yorker magazine 

profile, he acknowledged having indulged in a bit of 

immature arrogance. 
 

Adapted from: 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/business/companies/facebook_inc/index.html 

 

The company was founded by a Harvard 
 

(A)   researcher. 

(B)   professor. 

(C)   director. 

(D)   student. 

(E)   volunteer.  
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QUESTÃO 03      

 

(UNIFOR/2013) Leia o cartoon a seguir.  

 

 
Disponível em: http://gg.gg/vulji Acesso em: 05 ago. 2021. 

 

Analise as afirmações:  

 

I. Mitt Romney is happy with his meal. 

II. Barack Obama is in favor of deporting immigrants. 

III. Both Mitt Romney and Barack Obama are in favor 

of immigration reform. 

IV. Not only Mitt Romney but also Barack Obama are 

against the deport policy. 

V. Barack but Mitt is having a burrito. 

 

Marque a opção correta. 

 

(A)   Todas as afirmações estão corretas. 

(B)   Apenas I está correta. 

(C)   Apenas II está correta. 

(D)   Apenas as opções III e V estão corretas. 

(E)   Todas as afirmações estão erradas. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTÃO  04      

 

(UNITAU/2018) Leia o cartoon a seguir.  

 
Disponível em: http://gg.gg/vuljq Acesso em: 05 ago. 2021. 

 

O cartoon satiriza a noção de que  

 

(A)   a altura do cinto muda com o passar dos anos.  

(B)   o envelhecimento acelera a mudança na altura do 

cinto.  

(C)   a idade é afetada pela altura do cinto.  

(D)   a meia idade define a altura do cinto.  

(E)   o modo de usar um cinto não define a idade de 

uma pessoa. 

 

 

QUESTÃO  05     

 

(CAMPINAS/2015) Leia o texto a seguir. 

 
"Machiavellianism" is a ...... used negative term to 

characterize unscrupulous politicians of the sort 

Machiavelli described in The Prince. The book itself 

gained enormous notoriety and wide readership 

because most readers assumed the author was 

teaching and endorsing evil and immoral behavior. 

Because of this, the term "Machiavellian" is often 

associated with deceit, deviousness, ambition, and 

brutality. However, that was Machiavelli's stylistic 

device to gain the reader's attention for his close 

analysis of the actual techniques used by rulers. 
 

Disponível em: http://gg.gg/vuljs. Acesso em: 05 ago. 2021. 

  
The word that correctly fills in the blank is 

 

(A)   hardly. 

(B)   widely. 

(C)   rarely. 

(D)   wrongly. 

(E)   likely. 

 

http://gg.gg/vulji
http://gg.gg/vuljq
http://gg.gg/vuljs
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QUESTÃO 06     

 

(UNIFOR/2015) Leia a tirinha e analise o sentido da 

mensagem. 

 

Peanuts é uma tirinha americana escrita e ilustrada 

por Charles M. Schulz. Foi uma das tirinhas mais 

populares e influentes com 17,897 publicações - o 

maior número na história. 

       

 
Disponível em: http://gg.gg/vulkb Acesso em: 05 ago. 2021. 

 

(A)   Às vezes quando apago uma mensagem, adoro 

pretender que estou eliminando a pessoa que a enviou. 

(B)   Algumas vezes quando apago uma mensagem, 

gosto de fingir que estou matando quem a enviou. 

(C)   Sempre que apago uma mensagem, eu gosto de 

fingir que estou matando quem a enviou. 

(D)  Algumas vezes quando apago uma mensagem, 

pretendo matar quem a enviou. 

(E)   Sempre que apago uma mensagem, acho que 

matei quem a enviou. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTÃO 07      

 

(IFG/2015) Leia os textos a seguir. 

 

 
 

“The media seems to treat epidemics differently, 

depending on where they occur, and to whom. I think 

unfortunately, in the Western media, there are first-

world diseases and third-world diseases, and the 

attention devoted to the latter depends on the threat 

they pose to us, not on a universal measure of human 

suffering. A death in Africa or Asia should be as 

tragic as a death in Europe or the USA, and it doesn’t 

seem to be. If an epidemic breaks out in the USA or 

Europe, suddenly the reporting is more engaged. I 

would like to hear from the people who are affected 

everywhere. I would like to feel that everyone’s 

voices are more equally heard, even if they speak a 

language that is not mine.” 
 

CARRILHO, André. The Huffington Post. Available on: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/08/ebola-illustration-andrecarrilho_ 

n_5955192.html. Access on: Nov. 22, 2014. [Adapted] 

    
Analyze the extract from the text: 

 

“I would like to hear from the people who are 

affected everywhere. I would like to feel that 

everyone’s voices are more equally heard, even if 

they speak a language that is not mine.” 
 

About the extract, it is correct to affirm that 

 

(A) the verbs “affected” and “heard” are regular verbs. 

(B) the expression “would like” indicates simple 

future. 

(C)  the adverb “even” expresses opposition. 

(D) the possessive pronoun “mine” indicates third 

person. 

(E)  the first and second clauses are in the passive 

voice. 

 

http://gg.gg/vulkb
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QUESTÃO 08     

 

(ENEM/2011) Leia a tira a seguir. 

 

 
www.garfield.com 

 

A tira, definida como um segmento de história em 

quadrinhos, pode transmitir uma mensagem com efeito 

de humor. A presença desse efeito na tira de Garfield 

acontece porque 

 

(A)   a xícara de café, um dos símbolos americanos, 

aparece na tira para assombrar o gato durante a noite. 

(B)   o gato pensa que a xícara de chá é apenas o 

pesadelo costumeiro da noite. 

(C)   o gato tem uma conversa imaginária com uma 

xícara, para adivinhar o seu conteúdo. 

(D)   café descafeinado com leite desnatado e adoçante 

artificial, isso sim é um pesadelo para o gato. 

(E)    o gato não tem medo da xícara se ela contiver 

café. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTÃO  09     

 

(UNIFOR/2013) Leia o texto a seguir. 

 

Twelve years after the first Morse Code signal 

had been successfully transmitted across the 

Atlantic, an American inventor named Lee de Forest 

appeared in a US court charged with fraud. The case 

against him was that he had been selling shares in his 

Radio Telephone Company. 

Putting his case before the jury, the prosecutor 

explained, 'De Forest has said in many newspapers 

and over his signature that it would be possible to 

transmit the human voice across the Atlantic before 

many years. Based on these absurd and deliberately 

misleading statements, the misguided public has 

been persuaded to purchase stocks in his company'. 

Two years later, the first direct transatlantic speech 

relay by radio telephone was made. As for Lee de 

Forest, he patented more than 300 inventions and 

became known in America as the ‘father of radio’. 
 

In: I wish I’d never said that, Oxford, Past Times, 2001, p. 61. 

 
Choose the correct option. 

 

(A)   Even after the transmission of the Morse Code, 

the prosecutor did not believe in signal transmission. 

(B) De forest was prosecuted for announcing 

something in the media which proved impossible to 

happen in a two years' time. 

(C)  By the time it was proven de Forest was right, 14 

years had gone from that day in court. 

(D) Over a decade after the Morse Code was 

transmitted, de Forest was arrested. 

(E)  The prosecutor thought the public was led to 

accept impossible hypotheses. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.garfield.com/
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QUESTÃO  10     

 

(VESTIBULAR/2012) Leia o cartoon a seguir. 

 

 
(MARIZA, F.; RUBIN, S.G. Inglês – de olho no  mundo do trabalho. Editora 
Scipione. São Paulo, 2008.) 

 
According to the cartoon above, the problem of the 

patient is the 

 

(A)   pills. 

(B)   doctor. 

(C)   stress. 

(D)   ear. 

(E)   boss. 

 

 

 

 
 

GABARITO  

 

Questão 01 – B 

Questão 02 – D 

Questão 03 – E 

Questão 04 – B 

Questão 05 – B 

Questão 06 – B 

Questão 07 – A 

Questão 08 – D 

Questão 09 – E 

Questão 10 – E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


